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1 Introduction
Conformal higher spin (CHS) elds are generalizations of the more familiar 4D Maxwell
photon (s=1) and Weyl graviton (s=2) to higher rank s > 2 totally symmetric tensors.
The free eld action was introduced by Fradkin and Tseytlin [1] more than thirty year
ago; subsequently, cubic interactions were considered in [2] and a fully interacting theory
was proposed [3] in any dimension d > 2. Contrary to massless higher spin (MHS) elds,
which have ordinary two-derivative kinetic terms and require (anti-) de Sitter space back-
ground [4{6], CHS elds exhibit higher-derivative kinetic operators, maximal spin s gauge
symmetries, and exist around conformally at backgrounds, a conformal class that encom-
passes Minkowski, de Sitter (dS) and anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetimes on equal footing.
CHS elds also arise as induced elds in the context of the so-called vectorial AdS/CFT
dualities [7{9], where the elementary CFT elds are N-vectors instead of N-by-N-matrices.
There are two \kinematic" ways to the CHS action functional at tree level [3, 10, 11]. The
CHS hs rst show up on the boundary as external sources (or shadow elds) minimally
coupled to higher spin singlet bilinear conserved currents Js. After functionally integrat-
ing out the vector elds, the UV log-divergent term of the resulting gaussian integration
provides a conformally invariant local action functional for the external sources hs in even
dimensions. Alternatively, the on-shell action of the bulk dual MHS h^s with prescribed
boundary asymptotics given by the hs external currents, i.e. solution of the Dirichlet prob-
lem at innity, contains as well a conformally invariant local action functional for the CHS
hs in the IR log-divergent term in odd-dimensional asymptotically AdS bulk.
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In addition, there is also a \kinematic" relation at the one-loop quantum level in the
bulk theory and subleading in the large-N expansion of the boundary theory: a holographic
formula relating both O(1)-corrected partition functions
Z
( )
Z
(+)

bulk
= Z

bndry
(1.1)
The bulk side involves the ratio of the functional determinants of the kinetic operator of the
bulk eld computed with standard and alternate boundary conditions, and the boundary
side contains the functional determinant of the kinetic operator of the induced eld. The
holographic formula can be thought of as an outgrowth of the IR/UV connection [12] and
was reached via a rather circuitous route within AdS/CFT correspondence [13{15], harken
back to a class of RG ows triggered by double-trace deformations of the CFT [16{18]. Ten
years after full matching for a massive scalar in Euclidean AdS bulk was shown [19], there
are plenty of extensions by now: an incomplete list includes elds with nonzero spin (Dirac,
MHS, etc.) and quotients of AdS space (thermal AdS, BTZ, singular AdS, etc.) [20]{[36].1
Our present interest concerns the holographic formula for MHS (Fronsdal) elds in the
AdS bulk2 and CHS elds on the boundary, as rst considered in [26]
Z
( )
MHS
Z
(+)
MHS

AdS5
= ZCHS

S4
(1.2)
In particular, the type-A Weyl anomaly [41{43] for 4D CHS theory was eciently obtained
in a holographic way from the bulk side of the formula. In AdS the volume factorized
and the holographic anomaly was simply given by the volume anomaly [44]{[50] times the
one-loop eective Lagrangian for MHS elds, that was already known [51, 52], together
with the contribution from the gauge xing ghosts. This novel result for the type-A Weyl
anomaly follows equivalently from the general holographic prescription of [53]. In terms
of the number of dynamical degrees of freedom of the CHS gauge eld s = s(s + 1), the
compact answer for the Weyl anomaly a-coecient is a cubic polynomial
as =
2s (14s + 3)
720
(1.3)
This very same polynomial was reproduced shortly after by a heat kernel computation on
the boundary S4 [28] by exploiting the factorization of the CHS higher-derivative kinetic
operator into products of ordinary Laplacians (see also [54, 55] for earlier work on this
factorization). The relevant heat coecients b4 for each of the individual (\partially mass-
less") factors were added up and a remarkable agreement with the holographic prediction
was achieved. However, by further assuming factorization of the CHS higher-derivative
kinetic operator on Ricci at backgrounds, motivated by the well known example of the
1In the case of scalars in an even-dimensional bulk that are duals to boundary GJMS operators, an
equivalent result can be found in the conformal geometry literature as well [37]. The holographic formula,
being essentially kinematical, is likely to belong to a broader class of bulk-boundary correspondence as
claimed in [38{40].
2In what follows Euclidean AdS or hyperbolic space H will be meant whenever we write AdS.
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Weyl graviton, the boundary computation also led to the following value for the (shifted)
type-B Weyl anomaly coecient
cs   as =
s
 
152s   45s + 4

720
(1.4)
with no holographic counterpart whatsoever. In fact, the type-B Weyl anomaly of the
boundary induced elds has remained unaccounted for from the holographic perspective
in all previously mentioned instances of the holographic formula.3
The aim of the present work is to bring bulk and boundary approaches into equal
footing by providing, for the rst time to our knowledge, a plausible holographic derivation
of the type-B Weyl anomaly coecient for CHS elds. To get access to the type-B Weyl
anomaly one needs to go beyond conformal atness and we do so by allowing for a bulk
Poincare-Einstein (PE) metric with an Einstein metric on the boundary conformal class
for which the Feerman-Graham expansion is exact [57, 58]
g^PE =
dx2 +
 
1  x22 gE
x2
(1.5)
where  = R4d(d 1) is a multiple of the (necessarily constant) Ricci scalar R of the (d-
dimensional) boundary Einstein metric and we have set the AdS radius to one. A few
words are in order here. As far as CHS elds are concerned, it is likely that they admit a
consistent (gauge-covariant) formulation on Bach-at backgrounds, see [59{61] for recent
progress in this direction. For the purpose of the holographic formula as stated above, a
more modest result would suce, namely, the CHS action at quadratic level in the CHS
eld but all order in a background boundary Einstein metric (the Einstein condition im-
plies Bach-atness). The holographic duality, on the other hand, relates this program to
the formulation of consistent propagation of MHS elds in the PE background metric. At
quadratic level, it requires as well the coupling of the MHS elds with the bulk background
metric, in particular, with the bulk Weyl tensor. The coupling at the linearized level should
be of the Fradkin-Vasiliev type [62] involving higher derivatives of the elds (dimension-
ally) compensated by powers of the cosmological constant. Another important feature that
emerges when departing form conformally at bulk and boundary backgrounds is the pres-
ence of mixing terms between dierent spins [60, 61] that are likely to be present on both
sides of the holographic formula, so that the equality between one-loop partition functions
may require the inclusion of the whole family of higher spin elds.4
In this note, with the above caveats in mind, we bring in three crucial elements that
pave the way to a holographic derivation of the Weyl anomaly for 4D CHS elds. The rst
one is that according to the simple recipe put forward in [63] we only need to look after
the coecient of the Weyl-square bulk term in the one-loop eective Lagrangian, when
conveniently written in terms of a basis of conformally covariant curvature invariants, in
3One notable exception, that inspired the present work, is the case of GJMS operators where a holo-
graphic derivation of the 4D and 6D type-B Weyl anomaly has been recently achieved [56].
4We thank A. Tseytlin for information on this issue.
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order to read o cs   as
A4
n
1^ ; W^ 2 ; W^ 0 3 ; W^ 3; ^5 ; W^ 4:::
o
=

1
16
Q4 ; W 2 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 :::

(1.6)
whereas the Euler density content of the type-A is captured by the Q-curvature,5 pure
Ricci and equal to R2=24 on a 4D Einstein manifold,
(4)2 hT i =  4 aQ4 + (c  a)W 2 (1.7)
The second important element is the assumption of Lichnerowicz-type coupling of the
massless bulk eld with the background Weyl curvature, we disregard for now the role of
any possible additional structure beyond this minimal coupling and possible mixing terms.
Finally, the third aspect to be considered is related to WKB exactness of the heat kernel
when evaluated on the PE metric. We conjecture that a Weyl-square term can be extracted
from each heat kernel coecient starting with the third (i.e., b^4) and after resummation we
end up with the same exponential pre factor as in the case of AdS for the pure Ricci part.
This resummation can be explicitly checked for the third and fourth heat kernel coecient
for the scalar bulk case leading to the Weyl anomaly for GJMS operators [56].
The organization of this paper is as follows: we start in section 2 with the holographic
derivation of the Weyl anomaly for spin one. In section 3 we address the case of spin
two, corresponding to the 5D Einstein graviton and 4D Weyl graviton. We turn to the
higher spins in section 4 by rst reproducing the anomaly on an Einstein boundary under
the assumption of factorization of the higher-derivative kinetic operator. In section 5 we
consider the general case of higher spins from the holographic perspective. We nally
conclude in section 6 and some miscellaneous results are collected in the appendix A.
5Let us briey remind the essence of the holographic recipe from 5D to 4D. One has to look after terms
logarithmic in the IR cuto :
(i) the radial integral of the PE volumeZ

dx
x5
(1  x2)4 ) 2 log 1

gives a contribution to the type-A anomaly captured by the Q-curvature;
(ii) the bulk W^ 2 = x
4
(1 x2)4W
2, its radial integral
Z

dx
x
W 2 )W 2 log 1

gives a contribution to the shifted type-B;
(iii) none of the higher conformally covariant curvature invariants (W^ 0 3 ; W^ 3; ^5 ; W^ 4; : : :) will produce
a log-term.
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2 Holographic Weyl anomaly for spin one
Let us start by spelling out the details of the holographic derivation for the gauge vector.
The holographic formula for spin one reads
Z
( )
1
Z
(+)
1

PE
= Z
Maxwell

E
(2.1)
with the bulk one-loop eective action given by the ratio of functional determinants for
the physical and ghost elds
Z1

PE
=
24 det
n
 r^20
o
det?
n
 r^21   4
o
351=2 (2.2)
We compute each \log-det" with the aid of the (diagonal) heat kernel. Let us rst
write down the WKB-exact heat expansion in AdS5 [51, 52]
spin zero: tr efr^
2
0gt

AdS5
=
 
1 + 23 t

(4t)5=2
e 4t (2.3)
spin one: tr? efr^
2
1+4gt

AdS5
=
4
 
1 + 83 t

(4t)5=2
e t (2.4)
With this information one can readily get the type-A, but since the bulk is conformally
at (as well as its boundary) any information on the Weyl tensor structure is washed away.
We consider therefore the PE metric with nonvanishing Weyl tensor. All pure-Ricci terms
will produce the very same answer as in AdS that we already know, so that the information
relevant for the type-B anomaly is contained in the terms involving the bulk Weyl tensor
and we only need to keep track on the bulk Weyl-square term, in conformity with the
holographic recipe [63]. The heat coecients for the bulk spin zero eld contain Weyl-
square contributions starting with the third term b^
(0)
4 and it is universally given by
spin zero: b^
(0)
4 
1
180
W^ 2 (2.5)
The spin one requires more care because the standard heat coecients are given for un-
constrained elds and in the present computation we need transverse spin one elds. The
unconstrained heat coecient b^
(1)
4 contains two Weyl-square contributions: the same as
the scalar for each degree of freedom (5 in 5D) and a contribution from the curvature 
^1
of the spin connection of the vector eld (see appendix A for details)
b^
(1)
4  trV fI1g
1
180
W^ 2 +
1
12
trV f
^21g 
5
180
W^ 2   1
12
W^ 2 =   1
18
W^ 2 (2.6)
To get the heat coecient for the transverse 5D spin one eld we need to subtract yet the
contribution from a minimal scalar (longitudinal mode) so that we end up with
spin one: b^
(1;?)
4   
11
180
W^ 2 (2.7)
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One can check that the next heat coecient b^
(0)
6 contains a pure-Ricci part that is captured
by the exponential e 4t so that after this factorization the scalar heat kernel in 5D AdS has
eectively two terms. The same happens with the Weyl-square term at the PE metric, the
b^
(0)
6 contains a Weyl-square term that agrees with the combination or convolution of the
one in b^
(0)
4 and the exponential e
 4t; the other Weyl invariants (cubic and the ones with
derivatives) are such that they do not contribute to the holographic anomaly as noticed
in [56]. The same WKB exactness will be assumed to be valid for all higher spin bulk
elds. In the present spin one case we obtain therefore for the quotient of physical and
ghost determinants at the PE metric the following one-loop eective LagrangianZ 1
0
dt
t7=2

e t

4 +
32
3
t  11
180
t2 W^ 2 + : : :

  e 4t

1 +
2
3
t+
1
180
t2 W^ 2 + : : :

(2.8)
The ellipsis stands for higher curvature terms in the Weyl tensor that do not contribute
to the 4D holographic Weyl anomaly, such as cubic and quartic contractions of the Weyl
tensor.6 After proper time integration, that result in Gamma function factors, we obtain
for the one-loop eective Lagrangian (modulo an overall normalization factor)
L(s=1)1-loop =  16 
31
45
 1^  13
180
 W^ 2 + : : : (2.9)
The recipe, according to [63], is then to read o from the volume or pure-Ricci part 1^
the Q-curvature term and from W^ 2, simply W 2. We end up with the holographic Weyl
anomaly for the Maxwell photon
A4[Maxwell] =  4  31
180
 Q4   13
180
W 2 (2.10)
so that the Weyl anomaly coecients turn out to be given by
a1 =
31
180
and c1   a1 =   13
180
(2.11)
in agreement with the long-known values for the Maxwell eld [65, 66]. In particular, for
the shifted type-B: 4D vector b
(1)
4    11180 W 2 minus ghosts, contributing as two minimal
scalar b
(0)
4  1180 W 2 , gives b
(Maxwell)
4 = b
(1)
4   2b(0)4    13180 W 2 as follows from the 4D
factorization (cf. [28])
Z
Maxwell

Ricci-at
=
" 
det
 r20	2
det
 r21	
#1=2
(2.12)
3 Holographic Weyl anomaly for spin-two
Let us now turn to the spin two case. The holographic formula for spin two now reads
Z
( )
2
Z
(+)
2

PE
= Z
Weyl

E
(3.1)
6We should in fact consider a complete basis of conformally covariant bulk curvature invariants com-
pleting the seven independent quartic contractions W^ 4. However, none of them contribute to the type-B
Weyl anomaly in 4D or 6D, so we do not need their explicit form for our current purposes. It is only in 8D
where they have nontrivial `descendants' that match the basis for type-B Weyl invariants of [64].
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with the bulk one-loop eective action given by the ratio of functional determinants for
the physical and ghost elds
Z2

PE
=
24 det?
n
 r^21 + 4
o
det?T
n
 r^22   2  2W^
o
351=2 (3.2)
The WKB-exact heat expansion in AdS5 [51, 52] is given by
spin one: tr? efr^
2
1 4gt

AdS5
=
4
 
1 + 83 t

(4t)5=2
e 9t (3.3)
spin two: tr?T efr^
2
2+2gt

AdS5
=
9 (1 + 6t)
(4t)5=2
e 4t (3.4)
The Weyl-square content of the transverse vector was already found in the spin one
case, we recall
spin one: b^
(1;?)
4   
11
180
W^ 2 (3.5)
The unconstrained heat coecient b^
(2)
4 contains three Weyl-square contributions: the same
as the scalar for each degree of freedom (5x6/2=15 in 5D), a contribution from the curvature

^2 of the spin connection of the tensor eld and a contribution from the endomorphism
(Lichnerowicz coupling E^2 =  2W^ ) (see appendix A for details)
b^
(2)
4  trV fI2g
1
180
W^ 2 +
1
12
trV f
^22g+
1
2
trV fE^22g (3.6)
 15
180
W^ 2   7
12
W^ 2 +
3
2
W^ 2 = W^ 2
To get to the transverse traceless component we need to subtract the longitudinal part and
the trace part,7 so that
b^
(2;?T )
4  b^(2)4   b^(1)4   b^(0)4  W^ 2  

  1
18
W^ 2

  1
180
W^ 2 (3.7)
so that we get for transverse traceless spin two
spin two: b^
(2;?T )
4 
21
20
W^ 2 (3.8)
For spin two we obtain then for the quotient of physical and ghost determinants at the
PE metric the one-loop eective LagrangianZ 1
0
dt
t7=2

e 4t

9 + 54t+
21
20
t2 W^ 2 + : : :

  e 9t

4 +
32
3
t  11
180
t2 W^ 2 + : : :

(3.9)
The ellipsis stands again for higher curvature terms in the Weyl tensor that do not con-
tribute to the 4D holographic Weyl anomaly. After proper time integration, that result
7We do not write equality sign to stress that we compute modulo pure Ricci curvature invariants.
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in Gamma function factors, we obtain for the one-loop eective Lagrangian (modulo an
overall normalization factor)
L(s=2)1-loop =  16 
87
5
 1^ + 137
60
 W^ 2 + : : : (3.10)
The holographic recipe [63] tells us then what the holographic Weyl anomaly for the Weyl
graviton is
A4[Weyl] =  4  87
20
 Q4 + 137
60
W 2 (3.11)
and, correspondingly, the Weyl anomaly coecients
a2 =
87
20
and c2   a2 = 137
60
(3.12)
in agreement with the well-known results in Conformal Gravity [1, 67{69]. In particular,
for the shifted type-B: two 4D spin-two traceless (Lichnerowicz), each b
(2;T )
4  2120 W 2,
minus ghosts, three vectors b
(1
4    11180 W 2, resulting in b
(Weyl)
4 = 2b
(2;T )
4   3b(1)4  13760 W 2,
according to the factorized form in 4D (cf. [28])
Z
Weyl

Ricci-at
=
"  
det
 r21	3 
detT
 r22   2W	2
#1=2
(3.13)
4 Boundary factorization and type-B Weyl anomaly
Before extending the previous holographic computations to higher spins, let us rst re-
derive the boundary result for cs   as based on factorization of the CHS kinetic operator
on Einstein backgrounds [28]. This will allow us to check the validity of our general
results (the three relevant traces) obtained for the heat kernel coecient that we collect in
appendix A.
The heat kernel coecient b4 for the CHS higher-derivative kinetic operator is not
available in general, but it has been obtained in [28] under the assumption that the factor-
ization on Einstein manifolds observed for the Weyl graviton extends to the whole tower
of conformal higher spins. In particular, on Ricci-at backgrounds one has the following
factorized Ansatz in terms of Lichnerowicz Laplacians acting on traceless symmetric tensors
ZCHS

Ricci-at
=
" 
detT
 r2s 1   (s  1)(s  2)W	s+1
(detT f r2s   s(s  1)Wg)s
#1=2
(4.1)
The contributions of the individual Lichnerowicz Laplacians to the Weyl-square term in
the b4 heat coecient, whose numerical coecient we denote by , come from three terms
that for unconstrained elds are given by
b
(s)
4 
1
180
trV fIsgW 2 +
1
12
trV f
2sg+
1
2
trV fE2sg (4.2)
 sW 2 = 1
180

s+ 3
3

W 2   1
12

s+ 4
5

W 2 +
3
2

s+ 5
7

W 2
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where we have used the general results collected in appendix A for the relevant traces. To
get to the traceless symmetric tensors that enter the factorized Ansatz, the trace part must
be subtracted

T
s = s   s 2 =
(s+ 1)2
720
(3s4 + 12s3   2s2   28s+ 4) (4.3)
and nally, the overall coecient of the Weyl-square term is obtained, according to the
alleged factorized form on Ricci at 4D background, by adding up the contribution from s
traceless spin s and subtracting s+ 1 traceless spin s  1

CHS
s = s  
T
s   (s+ 1)  
T
s 1 (4.4)
=
s(s+ 1)
720
 
15s4 + 30s3   30s2   45s+ 4
Therefore, under the assumption of factorization on 4D Einstein backgrounds, the shifted
Type-B anomaly for the CHS elds turns out to be
cs   as =
s
 
152s   45s + 4

720
(4.5)
as originally found in [28], with s = s(s + 1) denoting the number of dynamical degrees
of freedom of the CHS gauge eld. This is the key result that we will reproduce in a
holographic way in what follows.
5 Holographic Weyl anomaly for higher spins
Let us now consider the holographic formula for higher spins
Z
( )
MHS
Z
(+)
MHS

PE
= ZCHS

E
(5.1)
with the bulk one-loop eective action given by the ratio of functional determinants for
the physical and ghost elds
ZMHS

PE
=
24det?T
n
 r^2s 1 + (s  1)(s+ 2)  (s  1)(s  2)W^
o
det?T
n
 r^2s   s+ (s  2)(s+ 2)  s(s  1)W^
o
351=2 (5.2)
The WKB-exact heat expansions in AdS5 [51, 52] for the ghost and physical transverse
traceless elds are given by
spin s  1: tr?T efr^2s 1 (s 1)(s+2)gt

AdS5
=
s2
 
1 + 23s
2t

(4t)5=2
e (s+1)
2t (5.3)
spin s: tr?T efr^
2
s+s (s 2)(s+2)gt

AdS5
=
(s+ 1)2
 
1 + 23(s+ 1)
2t

(4t)5=2
e s
2t (5.4)
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We need now to determine the Weyl-square content of the transverse traceless CHS
elds. We start with the heat kernel coecient for the unconstrained symmetric tensor in
5D (see appendix A for details)
b^
(s)
4 
1
180
trV fIsg W^ 2 +
1
12
trV f
^2sg+
1
2
trV fE^2sg (5.5)
 ^s W^ 2 =
1
180

s+ 4
4

W^ 2   1
12

s+ 5
6

W^ 2 +
3
2

s+ 6
8

W^ 2
To get to the transverse traceless component we again need to subtract the longitudinal
part and the trace part, so that
b^
(s;?T )
4  b^(s)4   b^(s 1)4   b^(s 2)4 + b^(s 3)4 (5.6)
and we get for transverse traceless 5D spin s the same numerical coecient as for traceless
4D spin s (eq. (4.3)).8
spin s: b^
(s;?T )
4  ^
?T
s
W^ 2 =
(s+ 1)2
720
(3s4 + 12s3   2s2   28s+ 4) W^ 2
For the CHS eld we obtain then for the quotient of physical and ghost determinants
at the PE metric, under the assumption of WKB-exactness, the following one-loop eective
Lagrangian Z 1
0
dt
t7=2

e s
2t

(s+ 1)2 +
2
3
(s+ 1)4t+ ^
?T
s
W^ 2t2 + : : :

(5.7)
 e (s+1)2t

s2 +
2
3
s4t+ ^
?T
s 1W^
2t2 + : : :

where again the ellipsis stands for higher curvature terms in the Weyl tensor that do not
contribute to the 4D holographic Weyl anomaly. After proper time integration we obtain
for the one-loop eective Lagrangian (modulo an overall normalization factor that can be
easily worked out)
L(CHS)1-loop =   16 
s2(s+1)2
 
14s2 + 14s+ 3

180
 1^ +
h
s  ^?T
s
 (s+1)  ^?T
s 1
i
 W^ 2 + : : :
(5.8)
=   16  s
2(s+ 1)2
 
14s2 + 14s+ 3

180
 1^
+
s(s+ 1)
 
15s4 + 30s3   30s2   45s+ 4
720
 W^ 2 + : : :
8In fact, to our surprise, we notice that the equality of the Weyl-square coecients ^
?T
s and 
T
s for
transverse traceless 5D and traceless 4D spin elds, respectively, holds for all three terms in the heat
kernel coecient separately, namely, the scalar Laplacian (trV fIsg), the curvature of the spin connection
(trV f
2g) and the endomorphism parts (trV fE2g).
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The holographic recipe [63] tells us then that the holographic Weyl anomaly one reads o
is simply
A4[CHS] =   4 
s2(s+ 1)2
 
14s2 + 14s+ 3

720
 Q4 (5.9)
+
s(s+ 1)
 
15s4 + 30s3   30s2   45s+ 4
720
W 2
and, correspondingly, the Weyl anomaly coecients for the 4D CHS eld (with s =
s(s+ 1)) are given by
as =
2s (14s + 3)
720
and cs   as =
s
 
152s   45s + 4

720
(5.10)
in agreement with the boundary results [28].
6 Conclusion
In all, we have presented a holographic derivation of the Weyl anomaly for Maxwell photon
and Weyl graviton. It is based on the one-loop eective action for the dual elds on the
bulk PE background. We have learned that the successful match with standard boundary
results relies on the WKB-exactness of the heat kernel for bulk spin 1 transverse vector
and spin 2 transverse traceless tensor, a prediction that would be worth to explore further.
The extension to CHS elds seems plausible but less sound, since it relies on two
simplifying assumptions. The rst one is the Lichnerowicz-type coupling with the bulk
Well tensor, while consistency with gauge symmetry demands extra interactions terms
that involve higher derivatives and whose role is dicult to assess for a series of reasons.
For example, possible ambiguities in higher spin theories regarding eld redenitions, total
derivatives, etc. need to be considered carefully and, more technically, the heat kernel
approach for non-minimal operators (with higher derivatives) may become impractical.
The second assumption is that we did not take into account mixing terms between dierent
spins [60, 61] that are likely to be present on both sides of the holographic formula beyond
conformally at bulk and boundary backgrounds, so that the equality may hold only when
one includes the whole family of higher spin elds and not `spinwise'. There are in fact
indirect arguments that lead to a dierent value for the type-B coecient [75] that seems
to lead to the vanishing of the total Weyl anomaly, a feature that is favored by virtue of
the one-loop quantum consistency of the full CHS theory. Furthermore, under appropriate
regularization, it should also be possible to map the nite part of the one-loop eective
actions that enter in the holographic formula beyond conformal atness and, again, a
hidden simplicity due to the large higher-spin gauge symmetry is to be expected.
On the other hand, it might well be possible to establish a dictionary for massive bulk
elds, without the extra complication of gauge invariance, and in the end the massless
limit may yield the correct result for bulk MHS and, correspondingly, boundary CHS elds
(see, in this respect, [33, 34, 36]). In any case, further work will be required to settle the
many open questions that remain and to explore possible extension to six dimensions and
inclusion of half-integer spins.
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A Heat kernel coecient b4 for unconstrained totally symmetric rank s
tensors
Let us consider the Laplacian  r2s and a matrix-valued potential (endomorphism) Es
acting on unconstrained totally symmetric rank s tensors in D dimensions
 r2s   Es (A.1)
The (diagonal) heat kernel coecient b4 has then three independent contributions to the
Weyl-square term if we asume a Lichnerowicz-type coupling with the background Weyl
tensor Es = s(s  1)W : the same as the scalar for each degree of freedom, a contribution
from the curvature 
^s of the spin connection of the tensor eld and a contribution from
the endomorphism Es
b
(s)
4 
1
180
trV fIsgW 2 +
1
12
trV f
2sg+
1
2
trV fE2sg (A.2)
The numerical coecients above are universal [70], the dimensionality D of the space enters
only via the traces. We compute them separately as follows.
Dimensionality. The rst trace simply counts the number of components of a totally
symmetric spin-s eld in D dimensions (Young tableau consisting of a single row of length s)
trV fIsg =

D + s  1
D   1

(A.3)
The low-spin examples are well known:
spin zero: tr
V
fI0g = 1 (A.4)
spin one: tr
V
fI1g = D (A.5)
spin two: tr
V
fI2g =
D(D + 1)
2
(A.6)
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Endomorphism. The index structure of the endomorphism (the piece in the Lichnerow-
icz coupling containing the Weyl tensor) is as follows
Es = s(s  1)W 1 21 2(11 22 33    s)s (A.7)
This clearly generalizes the spin two for which one actually has the part involving the
Riemann tensor 2R
(c d)
a b (see e.g. [71]) that gives the only Weyl-tensor contribution 2W
(c d)
a b
spin two: E2 = 2W
1 2
a b 
(c
1
d)
2 (A.8)
In taking the trace of the square of the endomorphism, the totally symmetrized product
of Kronecker deltas can be compactly and conveniently written in terms of the generalized
permanent delta (gpd)  (see e.g. [72])9
trV fE2s ) = s2(s  1)2W 121 2(11 22 33    s)s W 121 2
(1
1
22
3
3    s)s (A.9)
=
s2(s  1)2
(s!)2
W 121 2W
12
1 2
123s
123s 
123s
123s
We proceed now by contracting the permanents to extract the overall dependence on s
and D until we reach the s = 2 term for which we already know the answer (see e.g. [71],
eq. (3.50))
spin two: trV fE22) = 3W 2 (A.10)
The two relevant identities10 for the permanents are the following

i1ip ip+1iq
j1jp jp+1jq
jp+1jq l1lr
kp+1kq m1mr = (q   p)! 
i1ip ip+1iq l1lr
j1jp kp+1kq m1mr (A.11)

i1ip ip+1iq
j1jp ip+1iq =
(D + q   1)!
(D + p  1)!
i1ip
j1jp (A.12)
We take q = s and p = 2 in the rst identity above and then q = s + 2 and p = 4 in the
second to get
123s123s 
123s
123s = (s  2)! 
12123s
12123s (A.13)
= (s  2)!(D + s+ 1)!
(D + 3)!
12121212
The remaining gpd is the one for spin two that produced 3W 2, therefore the trace turns
out to be
trV fE2sg =
s2(s  1)2(s  2)!(D + s+ 1)!
(s!)2(D + 3)!
 3W 2 (A.14)
= 3

D + s+ 1
D + 3

W 2
9In fact, the trace of the identity endomorphism Is = 
(1
1 
2
2 
3
3    s)s = 1s! 123s123s also follows
easily from the properties of the gpd trV fIsg = 1s! 123s123s = (D+s 1)!s!(D 1)! .
10The second identity is eq. (p.5) in [72], whereas the rst one is actually an extension of eq. (p.13) that
includes extra `spectator' indices l's and m's. Incidentally, diagrammatic methods for representing linear
operators in tensor spaces, their products and traces (see, e.g., [73] and references therein) are likely to
provide a most elegant derivation of the previous results. We are indebted to S. Ramgoolam for valuable
explanations on this possibility.
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Curvature. The curvature of the spin connection for the rank s totally symmetric tensor
is given by

s =
1
2
R ab ab (A.15)
with ab realizing the Lorentz algebra
[ab;cd] =  gacbd + gadbc + gbcad   gbdac (A.16)
The explicit index structure of the curvature, generalizing spins one and two, is given by
(ab)
d1ds
c1cs = 4 
(d1
[a gb](c1
d2
c2    
ds)
cs)
(A.17)
We need now to take the trace of the curvature square
trV f
2sg =
1
2
R ab (ab)
d1ds
c1cs
1
2
Rcd(cd)
c1cs
d1ds (A.18)
We rst write in terms of gpd's to proceed again by contracting to extract the overall
dependence on s and D until we reach now the s = 1 term for which we also already know
the answer (see e.g. [71], eq. (3.12))
spin one: trV f
21)   W 2 (A.19)
Modulo overall factor and anti-symmetrization in the indices [a b] and [c d], we consider the
product that enters in the trace
gbd^ 
(d1j
a 
d^
(c1
jd2c2    
ds)
cs)
gdc^ 
(c1j
c 
c^
(d1

jc2
d2
   cs)ds) (A.20)
= gbd^ 
d^
(c
(d2
c2    
ds)
cs)
gdc^ 
c^
(a
(c2
d2
   cs)ds) (A.21)
= gbd^
d^d2dscc2cs
(s  1)! gdc^
c^c2csad2ds
(s  1)! (A.22)
= gbd^ gdc^
1
(s  1)! 
d^c^c2cs
acc2cs (A.23)
= gbd^ gdc^ 
d^c^
ac
1
(s  1)!
(D + s)!
(D + 1)!
(A.24)
Now that we have extracted the overall dependence on s and D, the rest produces the spin
one answer. Finally, we obtain the curvature contribution to the Weyl-square term
trV f
2sg   

D + s
D + 1

W 2 (A.25)
This yields for unconstrained spin two elds
spin two: trV f
22)    (D + 2)W 2 (A.26)
in accordance, for example, with [71] (eq. (3.54)).
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We close by noting that the above combinatorial coecients comprise several scattered
results in the literature. For example, for Lichnerowicz Laplacians on traverse traceless
tensors one has to subtract the trace and the longitudinal contributions as we did in 5D in
section 5

?T
s
=
1
180

D + s  1
D   1

  1
12

D + s
D + 1

+
3
2

D + s+ 1
D + 3

(A.27)
  1
180

D + s  2
D   1

+
1
12

D + s  1
D + 1

  3
2

D + s
D + 3

  1
180

D + s  3
D   1

+
1
12

D + s  2
D + 1

  3
2

D + s  1
D + 3

+
1
180

D + s  4
D   1

  1
12

D + s  3
D + 1

+
3
2

D + s  2
D + 3

Below we report the low spin examples, in agreement with [74] (appendix A therein),
spin zero: 0 =
1
180
(A.28)
spin one: 
?
1
=
D   16
180
(A.29)
spin two: 
?T
2
=
D2   31D + 508
360
: (A.30)
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